BEEF BREEDS IN NEW ZEALAND

ANGUS
Originates from Scotland
Can be both black and red in colour
Do well on all types of country
Naturally polled

AUBRAC
Originates from France
Dual purpose, but mainly bred for beef
Does well on all types of country

BELGIAN BLUE
Originates from Belgium
Ranges from white to black in colour
Double muscling

BLONDE D’AQUITANE
Originates from France
Originates from Belgium
Ranges from blonde to dark tan
Breed for dairy

CHAROLAIS
Originates from France
Colours range from white to red
Fast growth rates
High yielding

DEXTER
Originates from Ireland
Small breed with bulls only weighing ~450kg
Long hair suitable for tough, cold conditions
Naturally polled

BELTED GALLOWAY
Originates from Scotland
Long hair suitable for tough, cold conditions
Naturally polled

MURRAY GREY
Originates from Australia
Comes in various shades of grey
Naturally polled

PIEDMONTESSE
Originates from France
Naturally polled

RED DEVON
Originates from England
Do well on all types of country

RED POLL
Originates from Scotland
Naturally polled

SALERS
Originates from France
Naturally polled

SANTA GERTRUDIS
Originates from America
Naturally polled

SHORTHORN
Originates from England
Early maturing

SPECKLE PARK
Originates from South Africa
Does well on all types of country

WAGYU
Originates from Japan
Small framed

WELSH BLACK
Originates from Wales
Ideal for rough pastures
Naturally polled
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